You are going to read about five different prisons from around the world. For questions 1-8, choose from the prisons A-E.
There is an example (0) at the beginning. Copy your answers in the chart provided.

Depending on if you view a considerable measure of picture or TV, you doubtlessly have an all around exceptional thought of what penitentiaries are like: eight-by-ten cells; a savage, force-frantic warden; a reliable need to be on watchman for sucker punches in the cafeteria, the action yard, etc. Obviously, not all jails are similar to the ones on screen. Here are some that’ll ruin your thought of what a jail looks like; they’re a portion of the most peculiar jails in the planet.

A) Halden Prison. Certain jails are known for being fierce and treating detainees like creatures, accelerating harsh and unscrupulous plans for keeping the peace. Leave it to the Scandinavians to go in the complete inverse heading, with Halden Prison. It has been pointed to as the most accommodating jail in the globe. Placed in Norway, Halden is regularly depicted as tranquil and unwinding. The detainees are treated to exceptional sustenance, and cells that brag TVs, scaled down-ice chests, private bathrooms, and grand perspectives of the surrounding woodland. It should be a least security office, correct? Nope. Halden is home to a percentage of the most exceedingly bad crooks in Norway. So if you’re steadily battling to get by in that part of the planet, probably an equipped burglary might get you a ticket straight to heaven.

B) Kresty Prison. Furthermore now from a standout amongst the most altruistic penitentiaries in the globe to one of the slightest: Kresty Prison, placed in St. Petersburg, Russia. Manufactured in the 1730s, Kresty looks like the lot you’d want from an old, premonition Russian jail. It was dim and desolate, and severely overpopulated. I state “was” for the reason that – gratefully for the detainees – it was successfully closed down with arrangements to transform it into – what else? – a stimulation and residential complex in 2014. In the 1990s, it was appraised that 12,500 convicts were detained in Kresty, a staggering figure when you consider that it was composed to house simply 1,150. Units initially intended for singular repression were pressed with up to twenty prisoners around then, constraining them to alternate for access to the cots and bunk beds.

C) Cebu Prison. Placed in the Philippines, Cebu Provincial Detention and Rehabilitation Center is a jail you’ve possibly viewed without acknowledging it. That is on account of back in 2007, the detainees of Cebu ended up being a worldwide sensation when they organized a choreographed variant of the Thriller move, which became one of the largest viral record-breaking online movies. What you should not have acknowledged is that the Thriller film was not the sole choreographed schedule the more than 1,500 detainees have finished up. The jail has really come to be well known for this rather irregular strategy for recovery-by-moving.
D) Maricopa County Jail. Maricopa County, Arizona has a sheriff named Joe Arpaio, a man who walks to the
demolish rhythm of a distinctive drum regarding the matter of law authorization. He’s chosen that the best
course to treat detainees is to keep them out in the 110 degree heat and embarrass them in his Tent City
Jail. Tent City is precisely what it resembles, in the event that you were pondering. The detainees of the
Maricopa County Jail, both male and female, are kept in canvas tents outside in the Arizona hotness. This
has predictably expedited various challenges opposite these measures, regularly portrayed as obtuse.
Arpaio’s reaction to the greater part of this is to declare that if the US military can take the high temperature
in Iraq and Afghanistan, the detainees of Tent City can, as well.

E) Squirrel Cage Jail. The Squirrel Cage Jail in Pottawattamie County, Iowa, has been shut inasmuch as 1969
– yet in its lifetime is has had a standout amongst the most curious outlines ever for a correctional office.
From the outside, it would appear a standard modest-town jailhouse. Be that as it may within is an
additional story. That is on account of it headlines rotating units. The aforementioned were composed with
the goal of having “greatest security with least correction officers consideration” – indicating that a
corrections officer might sit at the middle of the roundabout structure and, without doing any rounds, keep
an eye on the greater part of the detainees immediately.

Which prison...

0) Hosts highly dangerous criminals?
1) has become notable because of its extreme temperatures?
2) has been turned into accommodation?
3) organizes mass events for all its prisoners?
4) prisoners perform physical routines as part of their rehabilitation?
5) offers comfortable and modern facilities?
6) inmates have to take turns to sleep?
7) encountered opposition because of its rules?
8) did not require jailers to move around?

Write your answers here:
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### Answer key
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